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Abstr act. A Criticality Accident Alarm System (CAAS) was installed as part of criticality safety management 
for use in reducing the radiation workers could be exposed to in the rare case of a criticality accident. The initial 
CAAS version was installed the Tokai Reprocessing Plant (TRP) in the 1980s. It includes units that can detect 
gamma-rays or neutron-rays released in criticality accidents (CADs), one of which consists of three plastic 
scintillation gamma detectors and three solid state neutron detectors with fissile material, and in being highly 
reliable utilizes the 2 out of 3 voting system. The purpose of this study is to give the design principles and 
procedures for determining the adequate relocation of the CADs within the TRP. The optimal places for the 
CADs to be relocated to were determined using a conservative evaluation method. Firstly, equipment needing to 
be monitored for criticality accidents was selected with consideration given to the risk of excessive exposure to 
workers. Secondly, the detection threshold of a minimum accident was set to be an increase in power of 1015 
fissions/s occurring within a rise-time of between 0.5 ms and 1 s. The sum of neutron and gamma doses of a 
minimum accident (1015 fissions) was 0.3 Gy at an unshielded distance of 1m. Finally, doses at where the CADs 
were installed were evaluated using parameters calculated with MCNP and ANISN. As a result, the alarm trip 
level of both the gamma detector and the neutron detector being set at 2.0 mGy/h enabled minimum criticality 
accidents to be conservatively detected. These results were then applied to the new CAD positions.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Through use of an established criticality safety design and careful plant operation management, there 
is little probability of a criticality accident occurring at the JAEA Tokai reprocessing plant (TRP). 
However, a Criticality Accident Alarm System (CAAS) was installed as part of criticality safety 
management for use into reducing the radiation workers could be exposed to in the rare case of a 
criticality accident. The initial CAAS version was installed in the TRP in the 1980s. It includes units 
that can detect gamma-rays or neutron-rays released in criticality accidents (CADs), one of which 
consists of three plastic scintillation gamma detectors and three solid state neutron detectors with 
fissile material, and in being highly reliable utilize the 2 out of 3 voting system. Because a method for 
determining where a CAD should be installed hadn’t been standardized in the 1980s, many of the 
CADs (12 units with= 36 detectors) were installed in the TRP after evaluating the dose using a simple 
equation that allowed for a safety margin. Eight of the CADs were installed in the Plutonium 
Conversion Development Facility (PCDF) and the other four were installed in the Main Plant (MP), 
which plays a crucial role in reprocessing spent fuel.  
According to ISO 7753 [1] and ANSI/ANS-8.3 [2], the CAAS must be designed to be capable of 
immediately detecting any minimum accident that occurs which could be of concern. Here, the 
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minimum accident which might be of concern is assumed to be that which delivers into free air at a 
distance of 2 m from the reacting material an absorbed neutron and gamma dose of 0.2 Gy, and this 
was made the detection criterion. Examples of calculation methods for evaluating doses in criticality 
accidents are suggested in the appendix of ANSI/ANS-8.3. Furthermore, calculation parameters are 
suggested in SRD R309 [3], which also provide guidance regarding CAD locations used in the UK. In 
Japan actual guidance regarding CAAS is given in the Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook [4]. 
Shimizu and Oka (2003) evaluated the relation between fissions and doses for some conditions [5]. 
Sanada et al. (2007) gave procedures for determining adequate relocation of the CADs that ensures 
adequate safety at the PCDF at the TRP [6]. 
After taking maintenance into consideration, JAEA decided to replace the system with new one. The 
purpose of this study is to show the design principle and procedures to determine the adequate 
relocation of the CADs in the TRP. 
 
2.  The cr iticality accident alarm system 
 
A block diagram of the CAAS is given in Figure 1. The CAAS is used to detect short pulses of high 
radiation due to criticality accidents as quickly as possible in order to be able to then evacuate 
personnel from the critical zone where the alarm originated.  
The gamma detector and the neutron detector on the initial CAAS are a plastic scintillation detector 
and a semi-conductor detector with an enrichment 235U target (a fission detector), respectively. 
Tsujimura and Yoshida (2006) showed that the gamma detector responds to neutrons [7]. With the 
replacement CAAS the neutron detector utilizes a plastic scintillation detector with a polyethylene 
moderator and Cd target (a scintillation detector using neutron capture) as the 235U in the initial CAD 
is now an internationally controlled material. The alarm trip points of both the detectors can be set 
with ranges of 0.5 to 5.0 mGy/h. Furthermore, the CAAS adopts a 2 out of 3 voting system in order to 
minimize the number of spurious alarms. When at least two of the three alarm signals are tripped 
within a coincidence time of 0.5 s, the alarm output unit generates both the audible and visual alarms 
of emergency lights and evacuation horns, respectively. 
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Figure 1 Block diagram of the Criticality Accident Alarm System 
 
3. Procedure used to position the cr iticality accident detectors  
 
The optimal places to position the CADs were determined using a conservative evaluation method, 
and consists of theis following three steps.  
- Equipments that needs to be monitored for criticality accidents occurring were selected based on 
consideration of the risk of excessive exposure to workers.  
- The detection threshold of a minimum accident was set to be an increase in power of 1015 fissions/s 
occurring within a rise-time of between 0.5 ms and 1 s. The sum of neutron and gamma doses of a 
minimum accident (1015 fissions) was 0.3 Gy at an unshielded distance of 1m.  
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- The doses where the CADs were installed were evaluated using parameters calculated with MCNP 
and ANISN. The gamma and neutron energy leakage spectra from the equipment caused by a 
criticality accident were calculated with MCNP. The dose attenuation factor of the shielding materials 
was calculated with ANISN. 
 
3.1 Selecting the equipment which needs to be CAD monitored 
 
The equipment needing to be monitored for the occurrence of criticality accidents was selected. The 
Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook recommends that the CADs should be installed after taking the 
probability of criticality accidents and excessive exposure to workers into consideration. In ISO 7753 
and ANSI/ANS 8.3, the need for CADs is evaluated in all activities in which the inventory of 
fissionable materials in individual unrelated areas exceeds 700 g of 235U, 520 g of 233U, 450 g of the 
fissile isotopes of plutonium or 450 g of any combination of these isotopes.  
In this study the equipment needing to be monitored by CADs was selected using the scheme given in 
Figure 2. First, equipment containing any fissionable material no less than the criteria was selected as 
needings the occurrence of a criticality accident to be monitored. Second, equipments from which the 
maximum foreseeable accidental dose would exceed 100 mSv, which is currently the maximum 
acceptable emergency dose in Japan, was selected as needing the occurrence of a criticality accident to 
be monitored. Finally, equipment in which CADs were required to be installed were selected except 
for “those with geometrical control in the full concentration range” and “sufficiently robust structures 
exist that can maintain an adequate distance between the fuel assemblies”, and Uranium equipment 
that can control the concentration where no factors exist that could increase the concentration with the 
raschig ring into Boron.  
The equipment needing to be monitored for the occurrence of criticality accidents was selected 48 
equipments in the TRP (MP: 37; PCDF 11). The equipment needing to be monitored for the 
occurrence of criticality accidents was classified into moderated systems (solution) and unmoderated 
systems (metal, powder). The dose at CAD installation place was evaluated for both moderated 
systems and unmoderated systems. 
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Figure 2 Scheme for selecting equipment needing measures to be taken into consideration against the 
occurrence of criticality accidents 
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3.2 Detection thr eshold for  a minimum accident 
 
According to ISO 7753 and ANSI/ANS-8.3, a minimum accident that could be of concern is assumed 
to release into free air at a distance of 2 m from the reacting material an absorbed neutron and gamma 
dose of 0.2 Gy within 60 s. The duration of the first spike of a minimum accident wasn’t determined 
for those regulations. 
In this study the detection threshold for a minimum accident was set to be the condition resulting from 
an increase in power of 1015 fissions/s occurring within a rise-time of between 0.5 ms and 1 s, as 
stipulated in SRD R309. The sum of the neutron and gamma doses for this minimum accident (1015 
fissions) was 0.3 Gy at an unshielded distance of 1m. The ratio of neutron to gamma dose of a 
moderated system and an unmoderated system was 0.5 and 6, respectively. Table 1 gives the 
determined doses of a minimum accident. In addition, the very slow excursions of less than 1015 
fissions / s given in ISO 7753 and SRD R309 were considered inapplicable with this monitor.  
 

Table 1 Dose rate for a minimum accident in this study 
 

Dose rate of minimum accident at 1m 
[Gy / s] 

This study (SRD R309) ISO7753 
ANSI/ANS -8.3 

Source 
condition 

 n +n +n 

Moderated 
system 0.2 0.1 0.3 

Unmoderated 
system 0.05 0.3 0.35 

0.8  
2

m

m
s/Gy 1

2
2.0

  

 
3.3 Determination of CAD installation positions 
 
The flow of the process used in determining where the CADs should be installed is given in Figure 3. 
First proposal for where the CADs should be installed was made with consideration given to 
equipment for which the occurrence of criticality accidents needs to be monitored in the PCDF. 
Second the distance between equipment and the CADs and the thickness of any concrete shields were 
measured. The gamma-ray dose was then evaluated using simple equations that took into 
consideration the calculated parameters and the situation with the distance and shielding. 
 

[START]

[Installation place of CADs proposed]
- Working area

- Criticality safety management of equipment
- The maximum foreseeable accidental dose 

[Distance condition Shielding condition]
- Distance of between Equipment and CAD

- Thickness of shielding material (concrete, Fe)

[Calculation of dose]
- ANISN -JENDL-3.2＋PHOTX

-gamma-ray + secondary gamma-ray 
-+neutron-ray

[Alarm trip point]
> 2.0 mGy/h ?

Yes

No

[Decision of CAD placement]

[Neutron and gamma-ray spectrum ]
- MCNP4c - ENDF/B VI

 
 

Figure 3 Flow diagrams for determining where the CADs should be installed 
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3.3.1 Dose attenuation factor 
 
The dose where a CAD is installed was evaluated using parameters that were calculated with MCNP 
and ANISN. The gamma and neutron energy leakage spectra from equipment in a criticality accident 
were calculated with MCNP. As the sources of a criticality accident plutonium nitrate solution (100 L; 
239Pu: 240Pu = 95: 5) and PuO2 powder (11.46 g/cm3, 28.2 kg of Pu, 0.0 % water content) were 
considered here to be the moderated system and the unmoderated system, respectively. The keff in 
each case is about 1 without a reflector. The calculated spectra are given in Figure 4. 
Due to the CADs consisting of gamma-ray detectors the attenuation factors for the gamma-ray and 
secondary gamma-ray production of the shielding materials were calculated usingwith ANISN. The 
calculation model used a one dimensional sphere model. The cross section libraries were JENDL-3.2 
and PHOTX (Neutron: 125 groups; Gamma: 41 groups). Concrete was assumed to be the shielding 
material in the facilities. The density of the concrete used in the calculation was 2.3 g/cm3 [8].  
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Figure 4 Neutron and gamma spectra 1 m from the reacting materials  
(moderated system and unmoderated system). 

 
3.3.2 Dose evaluation 
 
The following equation gives the dose rate where a CAD is positioned (Dt): 
 spt DDD       (1) 
where Dp is the dose of prompt gamma-rays (Gy/h) and Ds is the dose of secondary gamma-rays 
(Gy/h). These doses in turn are given by the following equations: 
 tCtFm/1)r1/(1h/s3600DD pp

2
0p

  (2) 
 tCtFm/1)r1/(rh/s3600DD ss

2
0s   (3) 

where  
D0 : Dose rate of a minimum accident 1m from the source (Gy/s) 
r : Ratio of neutron to gamma (n/ )  
m : Distance between source and CAD (m) 
t : Thickness of concrete shield (cm) 
Fp(t) : Attenuation factor of prompt gamma-ray 
Fs(t) : Attenuation factor of secondary gamma-ray 
Cp(t) : Coefficient of finite medium of prompt gamma-ray 
Cs(t) : Coefficient of finite medium of secondary gamma-ray. 
The calculated attenuation factor with an infinite medium was corrected using the coefficient of a 
finite medium, which is given by equation (4):  
 )t(D/tDtC '      (4) 
where C (t) is the coefficient of a finite medium, D (t) is the dose in the finite medium, and D '(t) is 
the dose in the infinite medium. The absorbed dose conversion coefficients (kerma factor of Average 
soft tissue) for photons and neutrons were taken from ICRU Rep.46 [9]. 
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The doses in both a moderated system and an unmoderated system were as evaluated with the smallest 
dose resulting being adopted. The alarm trip point for a CAD was determined to be the smallest value 
resulting from the dose evaluation for all the conditions of shielding and distance. 
 
4. Results and discussion 
 
The maximum shielding thickness in the TRP was decided for conservative estimation. The maximum 
thickness of the concrete was 140 cm and 130cm between a moderated system and a gamma detector 
and a moderated system and a neutron detector, respectively. The maximum shielding thickness 
between a moderated system and a neutron detector was 60 cm of concrete and 60 cm of steel. The 
dose rates where a CAD was positioned were calculated using equations (1) - (3) for these conditions. 
The dose rates where the CADs were positioned with maximum shielding are given in Figure 5. As a 
result, when the alarm trip level of both the gamma detector and the neutron detector were set at 2.0 
mGy/h, it is possible to detect a minimum criticality accident in a conservative manner (i.e. gamma: 
10 m distance from the equipment to the CAD with a 140 cm concrete shield between them; neutron: 
15 m distance and both a 60 cm concrete shield and a 60 cm steel shield). These results were applied 
to the new CAD positions (7 CADs with =21 detectors). The neutron detector CAD was included in 
these CADs. 
Shielding calculations for use with human dose evaluation are generally overestimated [10]. However, 
the method used in this study underestimated the dose rates in achieving specific detection of a 
minimum criticality accident. The method has three features that allow for a safety margin due to that 
underestimation.  
- The dose of the source was 0.3 Gy at 1 m, which is lower than the specified allowable dose in 

ISO7753 and ANSI/ANS-8.3. 
- The distance and shielding of the actual installation positions are less than the maximum distance 

and shielding values used in the evaluation. 
- The alarm trip point is approximately half the calculated dose. 
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Figure 5 Dose rate at CAD positions  

((a) moderated system and (b) unmoderated system). 
 

The regulatory guide of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC 3.33) [11], which gives the 
standard methods for dose evaluation in criticality accidents, suggests concrete attenuation factors for 
gamma and neutron-rays in criticality accidents. Figure 6 gives a comparison of the concrete 
attenuation factors suggested in NRC 3.33 and calculated in this study. In this study the concrete 
attenuation factor calculated was less than that of the NRC 3.33. This reason was that with the 
parameters (concrete density and energy spectrum etc.) used in the calculations the decision was made 
to underestimate the dose rate.  
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Figure 6 Comparison of concrete attenuation factors in NRC 3.33 and this study  

((a) neutron-ray, (b) gamma-ray) 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The design principles and procedures for determining the adequate relocation of the CADs within the 
TRP were given using the general calculation code of dose in this study. When the alarm trip point 
was 2.0 mGy/h, it was possible to detect a criticality accident in a conservative manner. Consequently, 
it was discovered that seven CADs at these locations could be used to adequately monitor the TRP. 
This study was then reflected in determining the new CAD locations. 
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